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Stieltjes integral equations are considered in partially ordered sets of real 
valued functions, and connections are made using integral inequalities to the 
existence and uniqueness problems of hereditary systems which are not 
Lipschitz. 
The introduction of function space methods into the study of hereditary 
systems suggests some interesting integral equations in locally convex linear 
spaces. When the underlying function space is normed, integral inequalities 
play an important role in existence, uniqueness, and the qualitative theory. 
In this case the study of appropriate integral equations in the nonnegative 
numbers is at the foundation of the whole development. In the general case 
the Banach space norm is replaced by a function valued norm and we are led 
to the consideration of integral equations in a partially ordered set of functions 
with values in the nonnegative numbers. 
The next section contains an axiomatic description of this function space 
and the basic existence theorem in terms of product integrals. This is followed 
by some examples, by a section on iteration and uniqueness, and finally by an 
application to the existence problem for the general case. 
The Partially Ordered Set. 
Suppose that S is a nondegenerate set, 0 a linear order on S, and E is 
a set. Suppose that G is a set of functions from E into the nonnegative 
numbers such that 
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(i) G is closed under addition, denoted by + and defined pointwise; 
(ii) G contains the constant function 0; 
(iii) there is a multiplication defined on G, denoted by juxtaposition; 
(iv> multiplication is associative; 
(v) G contains a multiplicative identity denoted by 1; 
(vi) Multiplication is right distributive; 
(vii) if (g, h) is in G x G andg < h (i.e., g(u) < h(u), for each u in E) 
then fg <;fh and gf < hf, for eachf in G; and 
(viii) if {D, h} is a nondecreasing net with values in G, g is a function 
from E into the nonnegative numbers, and (D, h(u)} has limit g(u), for each 
u in E, then g is in G and {D,fg(u)} and {D, gf(u)} have, respectively, limits 
fh(u) and hf(u), for eachf in G and u in E. 
Let B.r9 denote the class of C-additive functions [3] from S x S into G 
to which V belongs only in case for each (x, y) in S x S and u in E there is 
a number b such that 
for each Q-partition {sB}t of (x, y). Let 0.~4’ denote the class of &multiplicative 
functions [3] from S x S into G to which W belongs only in case W(x, y) - I 
is in G, for each (x, y) in S x S. 
LEMMA. 1Tf V is in Ud then .n “[l + V] exists for each (x, z) in S x S 
and~[l + V]isinUA. 
Proof. If each of X, y, and z is in S and {x, y, z} is an U-partition of (x, z) 
then 
P + WY Y>l[l + V(Y, 41 = 1 + V(Y, 4 +- V(x, y)[l + V(y, 41 
3 1 + V(y, 4 A- V(x, y) 
= 1 + V(x, z). 
Hence if D is the set of all @-partitions of (x, z) and hS=nLzl[l + V(spwl, so,>] 
for each {sz}~ in D, then (D, h} is a nondecreasing net in G and {D, h(u)} 
has a limit for each u in E. Therefore .fl z[l + V] exists as the limit of 
{D, h} and is in G. 
Finally, suppose that (x, z) is in S x 5’ and {x, y, z> is an U-partition of 
(x,z).Then property (viii) assures that .JI”[l+ V),nz[l + V) = =nz[l + V] 
and so n [l + V] is in @k/Z. 
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THEOREM 1. If Visin Od,and W=n[l + V] then 
W(%Y) = 1 +(R)pw~ ,rl, for each (x, y) in s x s. z 
LEMMA. If(x,y) is in S x S and h is a function from S into G such that 
h(u) 2 h(w) whenever {x, IL, u, y} is an O-partition of (x, y) then (R) sz Vh exists. 
Proof. If (sP}: is an O-partition of (x, y) and {t,}? is an O-refinement of s 
then 
il VL > 4 h&J \< f uf V&-l 3 ta) h&J 
P=l9=u(P-1) 
< V(x, Y> W, 
where u is a nondecreasing integer valued sequence such that u(0) = 0, 
u(n) = m, and t[u] = s. 
Proof of the theorem. If (se},, * is an O-partition of (x, y) then 
W%Y) - 1 - (W IaV VW ,Yl 
< f [W(sp, %J - 11 W(%l 7Y) - i wzl-I 3 %I> w, 9 Y) 
p=1 pa 
- il fj [1 + Wk-1 t SkII WP 3 Y) 
= W(x, y) - fi [l + V(s,-1 , %Jl. 
p=1 
Hence W(x, y) = I + (R) j’z VW[x, y], for each (x, y) in S x S. 
SIMPLE EXAMPLE. Let S = E = [0, co) and G be the nondecreasing 
left-continuous functions from [0, co) into [0, oo). Multiplication in G is 
taken as composition. Suppose that g is a member of G. We seek a solution of 
h(t) = c + s t g[h] dl. 
0 
Let V denote the function from S x S into G defined by 
M% Y>l@> = I x - Y I &4 
(1) 
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PROPOSITION 1. If V is in Od then h(t) = [W(t, O)](c) is a solution of (1). 
Proof. Suppose that {sP} is an O-partition of (0, t). Then 
1 [CR) jto VW[ > 011 (4 - jot 01 dI / 
where S, = s,-, , p = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n. Hence [(I?) lf VW[ , O]](c) = sig[Iz] dI 
and so h is a solution of (1). 
MORE INVOLVED EXAMPLE. Let r be a positive number, go the non- 
decreasing left-continuous functions from [-Y, 0] into [0, co), and FI the 
nondecreasing left-continuous functions from [--r, a) into [0, 00) let 
E = I--r, co) x Fr . Suppose that K is a function from [O, co) x [O, co) x F0 
into [0, co) such that 
(i) for each h in Fr and t in [0, co) the function x from [0, CXJ) into 
(0, CO) defined by x(s) = K(t, s, h,) is summable on compact intervals, 
(ii) k(t, s, ) is nondecreasing and lower semicontinuous in the 
topology of pointwise convergence on Fo, for each (t, s) in [0, co) x [0, co), 
and 
(iii) k( , s, x) is nondecreasing on [0, oo), for each (s, x) in [0, co) x .3$. 
Given f in F. , we seek a member h of Fr such that 
f (th --r<t<o, 
h(t) = 
f (0) + s,’ k(t, s, 4) ds, 
(2) 
0 < t. 
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Let G denote the set of functions from E into [0, co) to which g belongs 
only in case 
(i) g[ , Iz] is in sr , for each h in Fr , and 
(ii) g[t, ] is nondecreasing and lower semicontinuous in the topology 
of pointwise convergence on FI , for each t in C-r, co). 
Define multiplication on G as follows: hg(t, x) = h(t, g[ , x]), for each (h, g) 
in G x G and (t, x)in E. Then the multiplicative identity 1 in G is defined by 
I(& x) = x(t). 
Let V denote the function from S x S into G defined by 
I 
u k(t , s, x,) ds, if v<u<t, 
I 
vt k(t, s x ) ds YS Y if v<t<u, 
( otherwise. 
PROPOSITION 2 [5]. Suppose that V is in 0x2 and W = n [I + V]. 
Iff is in So ,Jis thefunction from [-Y, 03) into [0, 00) dejned by 
f (th JO) = If(O), 
--r<t<o, 
0 d 4 
and h is the function from [-Y, w) into [0, co) defined by h(t) = W(t, O)(t,J), 
then h is in gl and solves (2). 
Proof. Note that if t, > t, then W(tl , 0)( ,f) is in 9r and so 
4th = Wtz 3 W, , f, = Wt, W, , f> - W(t, , O)(t, , f ) = h(h). 
Also 
lim h(t) = $- W(t, 0) (t,f) = W(tl , 0) (t,J) = h(t,). t+t1- 1 
Hence h is in gI . 
Furthermore, 
W(t1- , 0) (tl ,/‘I =J(fJ + [(RI s,“_ VW ’ 011 @I ,J) 
1 
and, since 
[(I?) St’- VW[ ,011 (fl,J) = w ’ tl-) W(t1- > 0) & ,f> 
h 
czz $ 
t1 
R(t, , s, [W(b- 3 0) ( AIS) ds 
t1- 
= 0, W(tl- ,o)(t,,p) = W(t,Jw,J)* 
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Let {So) be a sequence of O-partitions of (t, 0) such that 
for n = 1,2,... . For each n let k, denote the function defined on [0, t), 
except at the mesh points of s, , by k,(u) = k(t, u, [W(s,(p, - l), 0)( ,p)JJ 
ifs,(p) < u - S&J - 1). Then, for almost all u in [0, t], {[W(S~(&), 0)( ,f)JU} 
is a nondecreasing sequence with values in & and limit h, . Hence {k,J is 
a nondecreasing sequence of summable functions on [0, t] such that, for 
almost all u in [0, t], (k,(u)} has limit k(t, u, h,) and so {J-i k,(s) ds} has 
limit si k(t, s, h,) ds. 
This yields 
1 [(R) s,’ J-‘[ , 011 (t,f) - I,? W, s> f4 ds j
>.I - . ; j ; P’MP - 11, S&J)) YMJ)> ON kf) - lo’ 4, s, 4) ds / 
; j c ,:y Z- p n’ 46 s, [W,(P), 0) ( ,f)ls> ds - Iot 4 s, kJ ds 1 
= ; $- 1’ k(t, s, h,) ds - j” k,(s) ds. 
0 0 
Therefore [(R) si YW[ , O]](t,f) = $, k(t, s, h,) ds, for each t in [0, co), 
and so h solves (2.) 
Generalization. 
Suppose that Y is a topological vector space, Y’ denotes the dual of Y, 
and E is a subset of Y x Y’. If each of A and B is a function from Y into Y 
then A < B means that y’Ay < y’By, for each (y, y’) in E. Suppose that r 
is a collection of functions from Y into Y such that 
(i) 0 is in Y-, 
(ii) if A is in 9 then 0 < A, 
(iii) if each of A and B is in 9- then A + B is in r, where + is 
defined pointwise, 
(iv) if each of A and B is in 3- then AB is in 5, where juxtaposition 
denotes composition, 
(v) 9- contains a multiplicative identity denoted by 1, 
(vi) if each of A, 8, and C is in y and A < B then AC < BC and 
CA - CB, and 
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(vii) if {D, A} is a nondecreasing net with values in 5- such that 
(D, y’Ay} converges, for each (y, y’) in E, then there is a member B of 9 
such that (D, y’Ay) has limit y/By, for each (y, y’) in E, and {D, y’ACy} 
and {D, y’CAy} have, respectively, limits y’BCy and y’CBy, for each (y, y’) 
in E and C in F. 
We have two different realizations of this set of postulates. Take Y to be a 
complete inner product space with inner product denoted by <., .), E to be 
the subset of Y x Y’ to which (y, y’) belongs only in case y’(z) = (z, y), 
for each z in Y, and F to be the positive cone of a ring of Hermitian operators 
on 5 which contains the identity and is closed with respect to pointwise 
convergence [ 11. 
As a second realization [4], take Y to be a weakly complete locally convex 
space ordered by a normal closed cone K and E = K x K’, where K’ is 
the positive cone of X’. Let y be the set of all functions from Y into Y 
to which A belongs only in case A > 0 and y’A is nondecreasing and lower 
semicontinuous, for each y’ in K’. 
Let G be the set of functions from E into the nonnegative numbers to 
which j belongs only in case there is a member A of F such that 
j(y, y’) = y’Ay, for each (y, y’) in E. Define multiplication in G as follows: 
jg(y, y’) = y’ABy for each (y, y’) in E, where j(y, y’) = y’Ay and 
g( y, g’) = y’By for each (y, y’) in E. 
There is an extensive literature on integral equations in partially ordered 
sets, where the partially ordered set is 9, Mac Nerney discussed Stieltjes 
integral equations where the functions have values in F using the first 
realization. Many others [6], in particular Walter, have discussed integral 
equations in terms of operators with values in F using the second realization. 
One major advantage of going to G is that the complications of partially 
ordered vector spaces and operators are separated from the general 
development. 
Itevation. 
Suppose that V is in O&. Let J denote the sequence of functions from 0-l 
into G defined as follows. J,,(x, y) = 1 and JP+r(x, y) = 1 + (R) ls Vj,[ , y], 
for p = 0, 1,2 ,... and all (x, y) in 0-l. 
THEOREM 2. For each (x, y) in B-l, {JJx, y)>fO is a nondecreasing 
sequence with limit W(x, y). 
Proof. Suppose that (x, y) is in 9-l. Then 
Jo@, Y> < 1 + w Jy VJo[ 7 Yl = h(? Y) 
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and so 
We also have that W(x, y) >, 1 = Jo(x, y) and 
~(~~Y)=l+(~)~yl/lll[,Yl~I+(R)~~~J,[,Yl 
z z 
= 11(x, Y)- 
Thus by induction {JJx, y)}T=s is a nondecreasing sequence with values in G 
and W(x, y) >, JD(x, y), for each nonnegative integer p. 
On the other hand, if {x, U, y> is an U-partition of (x, y) then 1 + V(U, y) < 
J1b Y) and 
[1 + WY Y)l [1 + V(Y, Y)l G JAY, Y) + (W /I VJ1[ 7 Yl * 
< 1 + (RI lY Vh[ ,yl + (4 IU VJl[ YYI 
21 r 
= J&,Y). 
Suppose 12 is a positive integer, n >, 2, such that if {sP}~ is an O-partition of 
(x, Y) then II”,=, [l + W,-, , 41 d Jn-&, Y) and so 
If (t,},n+l is an O-partition of (x, y), s,, = t, , and sD = t,+l , for p = 1,2 ,..., n, 
then 
w-1 
n 11 + w,-1 9 &?)I = 11 + Vt, , &)I fi [1 + V,-, ? %)I 
p=2 xl==1 
G u + Wl > t2> Jn-lb1 YY> 
= P + Vl 9 t2)1 In&2 , Y> 
G J&l Y Y)- 
Hence nzz: [l + V(tDpl, tP)] < Jn+,(x, y). Thus by induction, if (sP}t is 
an U-partition of (CC, y) then n”,=, [l + V(s,_, , s,)] < JJx, y); and so 
U&, Y)>P~ has limit w(x, y). 
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Note 1. The condition that for each (x, y) in 8-l and w in E there is a 
number b such that ns [l + I’](w) < b, for each O-partition of (x, y), 
is equivalent to requiring {J,(x, y)(w)}p,, converges for each (x, y) in 0-i 
and w in E. 
Note 2. If y is in S, f is in G, and h is a function from S into G such that 
44 = f + (R) Jz” VA, whenever (y, x) is in 0, then h(x) > W(x, y) f, 
whenever (y, x) is in 0. Therefore, for instance, if g in Eq. (I) is continuous 
then the hypothesis of Proposition 1 holds. 
The point in spending so much time with the numerical equation in 
Theorem 1 is to apply our knowledge of this equation to its nonnumerical 
analogue. A principal line of argument for doing this, which occurs repeatedly 
in the literature 
h(t) = (R) Jt” Vh 
[2], is to obtain some condition on V which implies 
h as only the trivial solution and, as often happens, show 
that this is a sufficient condition that the numerical analogue has a unique 
solution. We will begin by introducing the following condition. 
For each h in G, let V”(x, y) h = h and Vp+l(x, y) h = (R) fs V/‘vP[ , y] h, 
for each (x, y) in 0-l and p = 0, 1,2,... . A member V of 0~2 is said to be 
smoothing provided 
(i) for each (x, y) in U-1, w in E, and h in G, {[V”(x, y) h(w)};=‘=, has 
limit 0; and 
(ii) for each (x, y) in 8-l, w in E, positive number b, and function h 
from S into G such that h(u) - h( z, is in G, for each o-partition {x, u, D, y} ) 
of (x, y), there is an &partition s of (x, y) such that 
W - h&J) 1 (4 -=c b, 
for each refinement {te}t of s. 
Note 3. If G satisfies a left distributive law then as a corollary to 
Theorem 2 and the lemma for Theorem 1 we have that each member of 0& 
is smoothing. 
Suppose that for the remainder of this section S = E = [0, oo), G consists 
of the nondecreasing left-continuous functions from E into [0, CO), multi- 
plication in G is taken as composition, and V is an O-additive function 
from S x S into G. 
Condition A. For each positive number b there is a numbers, 0 < s < b, 
such that 
V(x, y) (t) < w(x, y, ls) * t, 
S 
for each (x, y) in S x S and t in [s, CO). 
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Condition B. For each (x, y) in S x S, 
lim s exp s-0’ I 
W,Y) (4 1 = 0 
S 
THEOREM 3. If V satisjes both condition A and condition B then V is in B,QZ 
and smoothing. 
Proof. For each (x,y) in S x S and positive number s, let V,(x, y) = 
V(x, y)(s)/s. Suppose that t is a positive number. There is a positive number s 
no larger than t such that V(x, y)(u) < V,(x, y) . u, for u 2 s. If (x, y) is in 
S x S and {So}: is an o-partition of (x, y) then 
fi [l + w,-1 > %>I (t) G ii (1 + V&p-I 9 4) . t 
P=l p=1 
< t . exp V.&c y). 
Hence V is in OOe. 
Suppose, further, that h is in G, (x, y) is in 0-l, and t is a positive number. 
Assume that h(t) > 0. There is a positive number s no larger than h(t) 
such that V(a, b)(u) < VJa, b) . U, for each (a, b) in S x S and u > s, 
and s(exp VS(x, y) - l} < b/2. Let n be a positive integer such that 
Vr+m(x,y) h(t)/(n + m)! < b/2. Then 
vYx7 Y) 4 (4 = V(% Y) VW 
< Vs(x, y) * h(t). 
9 rl h] (t) 
By induction and [3], we have for each positive integer p that 
[Vp(x, y) h] (t) < “c’ “V’$ ‘)I” 
lkl 
+ [V&, Y)]” * h$ 
Hence if m is a nonnegative integer then [ Vnfm(x, y) h](t) < b. 
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Condition B implies that the values of V are in the subset of G to which f 
belongs only in case lim,,,+f(s) =f(O) = 0. Suppose that [y, x] is a sub- 
interval of S, w is in E, b is a positive number, and h is a function from S 
into G such that A(U) - h( v is in G, for each subinterval [ZI, U] of [y, x]. ) 
Let c be a positive number such that V(x, y)(c) < b/2. There is an O-partition 
{rk}r of (x, y) such that if k = 1,2,..., m and yk < ya < yr < ykwl then 
[/z(y,) - h(yr)](w) < c. There is an o-refinement {s& of r such that 
[V(s,(,)-, , s,(k)-)(h(x) - h(y))](w) < b/2m, fork = 1,2,..., m, and Y = s[u]. 
Suppose that {ta} refines s and s = t[v]. Then 
f y 
9=1 q=v(p-1)fl 
[m yl, w - W*))] 04
V(P) 
& c V(tq--l 3 tq-1 wq~,+) - W,)) (4
p=1 q=vtp-n+1 
= f y 
U(P) 
1 VP,-1 Y t,-1 @(tq-l+) - W,)) (4 
k~lp=u(k-l)+lQ=v(P-l)+l 
= jtl q v;Y;l)+l V(Ll' tq-> P(t,-, +I - W,N (4 
U(P) 
+ ii! Y1 c 
k=l P=u(k-l)+l q=V(P-l)+l 
m 
G c v(Sutk)-l “u(k) -1 VW - h(Y)) (4 
k=l 
u(k)-1 V(P) 
+ih c VP,-1 9 tq--1 (4 
k-1 p-u(k-l)+l9=~(P-l)+1 
< b. 
Therefore V is smoothing. 
Application. 
Suppose that X is an abelian group and N is a function from E into the 
set of pseudonorms on X such that N(P) is in G, for each P in X, N is total, 
and (X, N) is complete. Let 0 denote the zero of X and H the set of all 
functions from X into X which contain (0,O). 
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Suppose that S = [0, CD), V is an Q-additive function from S x S 
into H, and V is a member of OJZI such that 
(i) V is smoothing, 
(ii) N(V(x, y) P - V(x, y) Q) < V(x, y) N(P - Q), for each (x, y) in 
S x S and (P, Q) in X x X. 
Let 0% be the set of functions from S into X to which F belongs only 
in case for each (x, y) in S x S and w in E there is a number b such that 
C;=, ~to(QJ - W,-1) G h f or each U-partition {ss}t of (x, y). Let s: 1 dF 1 
denote the limit of C N(dF) through refinements of partitions. 
THEOREM 4. For each P in X there is a unique member F of 8GY such that 
F(t) = P + (R) sy VF, for each t in S. 
LEMMA. If h is a member of 09 then, for each (x, y) in O-l, (R) s: Vh exists 
and W(R) jz vh> < CR) Jz W(P) + f; I dh I>. 
Proof. Suppose that (x, y) is in 19-l, w is in E, and b is a positive number. 
Let (sP};I” be an U-partition of (x, y) such that if {tp}r refines s then 
[-&R)jt~bl’,, ~jIt(‘b+4 <b. 
Suppose that t refines s and s = t[u]. Then 
i -y-(sp-l, 4 Wp) - 5 
u(n) 
c ‘W-1 9ta) hk,) 
p=1 p=lq=u(P-l)+l 
G 2 uf! i?'(b 7 ta) W(s,) - h(t,))l (4 
p=1q=tdp-l)+l 
i (R) fs(') v j"'"' I dh I (w) < b. 
p=1 Jsh-1) I 1 
Therefore (R) si Vh exists. 
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If (s,}~ is an o-partition of (x, y) then 
Proof of the theorem. Let (F,,}: be the sequence of functions from S 
into X defined as follows: F,(t) = P and F,(t) = P + (R) s: 9’F,, , for 
each t in S. Let W = I-J [I + V]. If t is in S, {sD}t is an O-partition of (t, 0), 
and w is in E, then 
And so @I dF, I](w) < [(W(t, 0) - l} N(P)](w). Suppose that n is a positive 
integer such that F, is defined and Ji 1 dF, 1 < {W(t, 0) - l} N(P), for 
each t in S. Let Fn+l(t) = P + (R) JFF,, , for each t in S. If t is in S, (sP}~ is 
an o-partition of (t, 0), and w is in E, then 
G [@) s,O VW[ > 01 W)] 64 
= WV, 0) - 11 NP)I w. 
Thus, for each nonnegative integer n and t in S, F,, is defined and 
St” I dF, I < {W(t, 0) - 11 W’). 
If 0 < T and m is a nonnegative integer then fi / d{F, - F,}I < 
{ W(T, 0) - l} N(P) = V”(t, O){W(t, 0) - l} N(P), for each t in [0, 2’1. 
Suppose that n is a nonnegative integer such that c 1 d{Ffl+m - Fs}j < 
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qt, O){W(T, 0) - 1) N(P), f or each t in [0, T]. If w is in E, t is in [0, T], 
and {s,}“, is an O-partition of (t, 0) then 
G [(R) jto VW 9 01 W(T, 0) - 1) w] (w) 
= P+yt, 0) (W(T, 0) - l} N(P)(w). 
So if n is a nonnegative integer and t is in [0, T] then sz I d(Fn+m - F,}I < 
P(t, O)(W( T, 0) - I} N(P). Therefore (F,}: converges uniformly on [0, Y’]. 
Let F be the limit of (F&‘. If w is in E, t is in S, and (sJ~ is an O-partition 
of (t, 0), then 
2 N,(F(s,) -F&,-J) d 2 JJ,(F(s,) - F&r8 + @“(C 0) - 11 N(P) 
p=1 p=1 
+ i Nw(F&-1) - FL)), 
%I=1 
for each positive integer R. Hence F is in &@ and $ / dF / < { W(t, 0) - I&V(P), 
for each t in S. Since F is the uniform limit of {F,),” on each interval [0, T] 
of S, F(t) = P + (Ii) St” Y’F, f or each t in S. If F is a solution in 09, then 
lo I W -FlI d (R) jto b’ jIo I d{F - P}l , ‘1 
for each t in S, and so 
for each T > 0, t in [0, T], and positive integer n. Therefore F = P. 
Note 4. For each nonnegative integer n. and t in S we have N[F,(t)) < 
N(P) + Jf ) dF, j f W(t, 0) N(P). Therefore N(F(f)) < W(t, 0) N(P), for 
each t in S. 
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